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ABSTRACT 
A proof is given for the existence and uniqueness of a correspondence between 
twopairsofsequences {a},(b) and {w},(~},satisfyingb,>Ofori=l,...,n-1 and 
Wl</.l1<“’ <Eh_l<O”, under which the symmetric Jacobi matrices J(n,a, b) and 
J (n - 1, a, b) have eigenvalues {w} and { p} respectively. Here 1 (m, a, b) is symmetric 
and tridiagonal with diagonal elements a, (i = 1,. . . , m) and off diagonal elements b, 
(i=l,..., m - 1). A new concise proof is given for the known uniqueness result. The 
existence result is new. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given two real sequences a = { ak}, b = { bk} with b > 0 (i.e., bk > 0 for all 
k), we let J (n, a, b) denote the n X n symmetric Jacobi matrix 
r 
a1 b, 0 .a. 0 0 
b, a2 b, *. * 0 0 
0 b, a3 . . . 0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
b b b --* ai-l bi-, 
0 0 0 a.. b,,_, a,, 
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Thus J (n - 1, a, b) is the above matrix with the last row and column deleted. 
We let u( J (n, a, b)) denote the set of eigenvalues of the matrix. Recently, 
Hochstadt [2] has proven the following uniqueness result: 
THEOREM. Assume that a(J(m,a,b))=a(J(m,c,d))form=n and also 
for m=n-1. Then J(n,u,b)=J(n,c,d). 
As is well known (see [3]), J(n,u,b) has n distinct eigenvalues {wk}~_r, 
and these eigenvalues strictly interleave u( J (n - 1, a, b)) = { ~~Lk):i :; i.e., 
if the eigenvalues are indexed in increasing order. The purpose of this note is 
to give a simple proof of both uniqueness and existence, namely: 
THEOREM 1. Given {w~}~_~ and { pk}:z: which interleave as in (l), 
there exists a unique Jacobi matrix J(n,a,b) such that u(J(n,u,b)) = {w~}~,~ 
and @(n-l,u,b))={ pk}nk::. 
This result furnishes an alternative proof of a theorem of Fan and Pall [2, 
Theorem l] on the imbedding of Hermitian matrices. After some simplifica- 
tion, their proof depends upon constructing an n X n Hermitian matrix with 
eigenvalues {wk} such that the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix obtained by deleting 
the last row and column has eigenvalues { Pi}. Theorem 1 says that this can 
be done with a tridiagonal matrix. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
We begin by establishing the following inequality: 
LEMMA 1. Let O<w,<pL1<.** <w,,_,<~_l<w,.Then 
Proof. The proof is by induction. For n = 2 we have 0 < wi < p1 < ws, 
and 
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We now assume the result for n < m - 1. F (m, w, p) is a linear function of 
w and the coefficient of wm, 1 -II~:rr~,/II~Zrr~~, is positive. Hence, F 
dz&eases as w,,, decreases, and 
by the induction assumption. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is also by induction. The key step in construct- 
ing J(n,a,b) is the identification of the eigenvalues of J(n -2,a, b). This 
permits us to use the induction assumption. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality we assume 0 < wr. 
where a2 = o1 + w2 - p1 and b, = [( p1 - wl)(wz - 
P1)Y2 is the unique matrix with the required properties. 
We now assume the theorem is true for n < m - 1. We denote the 
characteristic polynomial of J (s, a, b) by P,(A) and note that 
-b:_,P,_,(A)=P,(X)-(u,-+‘,_,(A). (2) 
Since a, =trace(J(m,a,b))-trace(J(m-l,a,b)), we set a,=2’;,pk- 
zT:tpk and define 9 (A) = UT_ r(ok -h) - (u,,, - h)flr:,‘( & -A). 9 is a poly- 
nomial of degree m - 2 whose roots { vk}T;,-f are real and interleave the pk’s. 
This follows from 9 ( p/I) = II;_ I(ok - pi) being opposite in sign from 9( ran+ r) 
for j=l,...,m-2. 
The induction assumption guarantees a unique J(m - l,a, b) such that 
e(J(m-La,b))= { pk}y:; and a(J(m-2,u,b))= {vk}T;F. We take 
{ uk}yirr and (b,}~:~ from this J(m - l,u, b) and a,,, as before. It only 
remains to determine b,,,_ 1 and verify that the resulting matrix has { ‘+}r_ r 
as eigenvalues. 
Setting A-O in (2) and substituting the desired characteristic polynomial 
for P,(h) gives 
Since we assumed O<w,, the denominator is positive, and Lemma 1 guaran- 
tees that the numerator is positive. Thus b,,, _ 1 can be uniquely determined. 
Verifying o(J(m,a,b)) = {~k}~_r is just a matter of rearranging (2) and 
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observing that from the way we have defined I (m - 1, a, b), b,,,- 1, and a,,, we 
now have P,(h) = IIT_ l(wk - X). n 
The authors would like to thank Dr. Raphael Loewy fur pointing out the 
theorem of Fan and Pall. 
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